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Vision:- The Nayagarh Prajamandala Mahila Mahavidyalaya strives to build thriving learning culture and to become 

an acceptable educational institution which shall always promote pursuit of excellence and inculcation of 

human values. 

• The vision of the institution is to provide the opportunity of higher education to the girl students of the locality at an 

affordable price. 

  

• To provide quality education to the students and to make their acquired knowledge, skill, and qualification more 

relevant to global needs. 

  

• It is also the vision of the institution to make higher education accessible to various groups of the society particularly 

the girls belonging to economically weaker section and minority community. 

  

• To build a developed, enlightened, tolerant & progressive society through improvement of knowledge. To enhance 

the knowledge and skill of disadvantage section of girls through vocational studies. 

  

• To make the campus free from any kind of harassment, class violence, discrimination and promote friendly Teacher-

Taught relationship . By incorporating all the above visions in the development agenda our institution aims to become 

a centre of excellence.  

Mission –To establish an equitable society through women empowerment andcommunal harmony. 

• To impart quality education ,learning and research. . 

• To inculcate the habit of continual learning, the spirit of compassion and human values in students. 

• To nourish the quality of leadership, entrepreneurship invention and ethics. 

• To create an outstanding ambiance of academic and intellectual pursuit and physical activities. 

• To create an environment of intellectual stimulus in scientific inquiry and responsibility. 

• To promote economic and community development through inculcation of entrepreneurial spirit and productive 

partnership. 

Programme Outcomes 



Our institution offers under graduate programme in various areas of subjects like literature, humanities and social 

sciences. Literature provides entertainment and aesthetic pleasure, enhances the imaginative power, communicative 

skill, Programmes on social sciences enhance the social responsibilities, and provide a multi disciplinary learning 

environment that teaces, students how to think critically & globally and builds the capability to be a good administer 

in the society. 

The motive of learning Humanities helps in acquiring an understanding of what it means to be a good human being by 

studying, applying and analyzing important works and ideas, identifies and evaluates human values & ethics to 

develop student’s ability and enhance students skills.   

Courrse Outcome 

Literature:- Many of our students after participating in literature programme have succeeded in becoming good 

orators, preachers & teachers. 

Social Science:- Study of social science enables a student to become an efficient citizen of a democracy and it 

also helps them to solve the practical problems in daily life and to develop the ability to make the right decisions. 

By studing social sciences students usually have a better understanding of mankind, they help the students developed 

critical thinking and teaches them. How they can have the optimal use of their limited resources, students are also 

exposes to various culture and traditions. Studying social sciences provide the students with a lot of career 

opportunity.  

Humanities:-  The students build up their career in the field of nutrition, teaching and self employment, 

entrepreneurship like beauty parlor, tailoring etc. 

 

 


